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Q: What is the biggest challenge for dispatchers and what are the keys to timely  
     and cost-effective dispatching?  
       Barry Bedard, National Sales Director, StreetEagle GPS Tracking 
         

        The biggest challenge for dispatchers is exchanging all of the relevant information 

with the driver in an efficient and timely manner. The driver always needs to know  

simple things like the service address, but he may need other detailed information  

about the service call. Knowing to go to the back door, beware of a dog, or perform  

a specific type of job can make or break a service call. Similarly, the dispatcher needs  

to know when a service call is complete and the driver is ready for the next job. When  

the dispatcher has problems getting drivers on the phone, the transfer of necessary  

information becomes time consuming and costly.    

 

Poor dispatching impacts business in two ways. The most significant affect is low customer satisfaction. If drivers are not 

dispatched efficiently, customers wait too long and call to ask where the service provider is on the route. Long delays may drive 

unhappy customers to complain or try other providers. The other affect of poor dispatching is the associated cost to the business. 

Inefficient dispatching wastes money because you do not know where your driver is or what he is doing so he cannot be deployed 

efficiently.    

 

The key to efficient dispatching is to enable the delivery of an end-to-end information solution. Consider the following: The 

dispatcher gives a job to the driver, the driver receives the job with a detailed description and a directive about whom they are 

going to service. The driver then acknowledges all of the information back to the dispatcher. This allows the dispatcher to 

comfortably move on to the next job, the next driver and the next service call. A reliable and efficient solution can mean significant 

cost savings to your business.  
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Word on the Street from StreetEagle GPS Tracking Solutions 

 

 

A:   

 

InSight’s flagship product line StreetEagle has become recognized as one of the most 

capable GPS Tracking solutions on the market. StreetEagle is an advanced, easy to 

use GPS tracking solution that gives you immediate control of your mobile workforce. 
 

Barry Bedard 

National Sales Director 

http://www.streeteaglegps.com/streeteagle.aspx

